
A la carte

Browse Products & Services

Not familiar with the service terms,
Check them here!

PLANS
A la carte is
a monthly plan

Billing starts from 1st
to the end of the month

Pro-rata billing will be
seen on the first month,

For instance, if you are purchasing on the 15th of Jan, then you
will be billed from 15th-31st Aug and 1st-30th Sep, hence
totaling 16 days for Aug + 30 days for the month of Sep!

No commitment
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Content Distribution Network (CDN), is a geographically 
distributed network of proxy servers and their data centers. 
The goal is to provide high availability and performance by 
distributing the service spatially relative to end users.

(HTTPS) is an extension of the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). It is used for secure 

communication over a computer network.

Transcoding is the process of converting an audio or 
video file from one encoding format to another in 

order to increase the number of compatible target 
devices a media file can be played on.

Digital video recorder (DVR) lets you deliver a 
range of time-shifted TV and network digital video 

recorder (DVR) services. 

Stream Key is a code used to identify a source of 
audio/video streaming, in order to show the stream 

in a website or software over the Web.

Playback URLs simply mean 
links where your content will 
reside in form of DASH or 
HLS format

Canonical Name record (CNAME) is a type of resource 
record in the Domain Name System that maps one domain 
name to another. This can prove convenient when running 
multiple services from a single IP address.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard network 
protocol used for the transfer of computer files 
between a client and server on a computer network.
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nDVR is the process that provides the ability to record 
a live stream while simultaneously allowing users to 
play, pause, resume, and rewind the recorded stream.

Live Transcoding = ABR (Adaptive bitrate streaming), 
we will give your streams in multiples qualities or 
profiles or outputs!

Video Transcoding is converting a video file 
into multiples qualities or profiles or outputs.

A Video Codec is software or hardware that compresses 
and decompresses digital video. Codec is a combination of 
encoder and decoder, device that only compresses is called 
an encoder, and one that only decompresses is a decoder.

HTTP Live Streaming (also known as HLS) is an HTTP-based 
adaptive bitrate streaming communications protocol

Simulcasting allows user to push or pull live stream from his 
local computer to CDN first and from there restream to 
multiple platforms like Facebook, youtube or twitch.

In video streaming, bitrate refers to the number of 
bits that are processed in a given unit of time. Bitrate 
is commonly measured in bits per second (bit/s).

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is the standard technology for keeping 
an internet connection secure and safeguarding any sensitive data 
that is being sent between two systems, preventing criminals from 
reading and modifying any information transferred.

RTMP is a TCP-based protocol which maintains persistent 
connections and allows low-latency communication. Most 
compatible codecs for RTMP are AAC (audio) and H.264 (video)

Source Stream

5Mbps 3Mbps 4Mbps1Mbps 2Mbps

Source Video File

1080p 480p 720p240p 360p

The basic difference between the networks is the number of POPs!

Once you’ve made a choice about the network selection,
go on and choose the resources.

We’re trying our best to help you pick the right product through these infographics.

Let's dive in a little deeper

NETWORKS

10+ POP access
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30+ POP access
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Choosing Resources

01020304

Let’s take an example where you choose the Enterprise Network:

Bandwidth Stream Names Simulcast Platforms Transcode Profiles (SD)

CDN BW or Data Transfer
   Standard, Volume, and Premium: The outgoing band width 

from our edge servers is measured in bytes.
   Enterprise: The outgoing bandwidth from our edge servers 

measured in bytes + midgress traffic.

Stream names can be a 
channel / IP camera

Simulcast your live streams to multiple 
platforms i.e. Youtube, Facebook or RTMP 

server

 Live transcoding SD to transcode if the 
source is less than <3 Mbps, 1 profile 

means one output or 1 quality

Transcode Profiles (HD)

Disk Space

Transcode Profiles (UHD) Video Transcoding &
Recording Minutes Push/Pull Zones

Live transcoding HD to transcode if the 
source is between >3 and < 6 Mbps, 1 profile 

means one output or 1 quality

 Live transcoding HD to transcode if the 
source is above >6 Mbps, 1 profile means 

one output or 1 quality

Cloud Storage

Video transcoding is the number of minutes transcoding 
or encoding your video, like if 30 mins source video is 

transcoded into 3 qualities or outputs then 3 x 30 mins = 
90 mins total billed.

Live Recording Minutes are the number of minutes you 
record the live stream.

HTTP / VOD zones are where 
you configure your statics and 

VOD content.

Bandwidth :

Stream Names :

Simulcast Platform :

Transcode Profiles (SD) :

Transcode Profiles (HD) :

Transcode Profiles (UHD) :

Video Transcoding &   
       Recording Minutes  :

Push/Pull Zones :

Choose Another Product View Cart Add To Cart & Checkout >>

Total Due Today : $0.00

Disk Space :

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X  1 TB $15.00

X  1 $2.00

X  1 $1.00

à la carte - Enterprise

X  1 $12.50

X  1 $25.00

X  1 $50.00

X  50k mins $20.00

X  1 $1.00

X  1 GB $0.05

Bandwidth :

Stream Names :

Simulcast Platform :

Transcode Profiles (SD) :

Transcode Profiles (HD) :

Transcode Profiles (UHD) :

Video Transcoding &   
       Recording Minutes  :

Push/Pull Zones :

Choose Another Product View Cart Add To Cart & Checkout >>

Total Due Today : $3607.4

Disk Space :
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20

30

10

10

10

120

100

2048

X  1 TB $15.00

X  1 $2.00

X  1 $1.00

à la carte - Enterprise

X  1 $12.50

X  1 $25.00

X  1 $50.00

X  50k mins $20.00

X  1 $1.00

X  1 GB $0.05

PoP Access

Delivery Region

Delivery Network

Concurrent Viewers

Stream Bitrate

Live & Zone BW

Cloud Storage

Stream Names

Simulcasting Platforms

SD Live Transcoding Profiles

HD Live Transcoding Profiles

UHD Live Transcoding Profiles

Transcoding & Recording Minutes

Push/Pull Zones

10+

NA & EU

Unlimited

Unlimited

$2.5 Per TB

$0.05 Per GB

$2/m

$1/m

$12.5/profile/m

$25/profile/m

$50/profile/m

50k mins $20/m

$1/m

30+

Worldwide

+

Unlimited

Unlimited

$7.5 Per TB

$0.05 Per GB

$2/m

$1/m

$12.5/profile/m

$25/profile/m

$50/profile/m

50k mins $20/m

$1/m

ALL

Worldwide

+

Unlimited

Unlimited

$10 Per TB

$0.05 Per GB

$2/m

$1/m

$12.5/profile/m

$25/profile/m

$50/profile/m

50k mins $20/m

$1/m

ALL

Worldwide

Unlimited

Unlimited

$15 Per TB

$0.05 Per GB

$2/m

$1/m

$12.5/profile/m

$25/profile/m

$50/profile/m

50k mins $20/m

$1/m

Standard Volume Premium Enterprise
Starting From $0.00 Starting From $0.00 Starting From $0.00 Starting From $0.00

Order Now >> Order Now >> Order Now >> Order Now >>
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